
You’d never know it’s a fan, 
and that’s the point.

Once you find it, it’s easy to see what makes our new fan light unique. 
After all, it’s the only recessed light that features powerful ventilation, yet 
matches other recessed lighting fixtures. It’s the ideal solution for keeping 
any room in your home fresh and comfortable. To see what you’ve been 
missing, contact Broan at 1-800-558-1711 for a distributor near you,  
or visit www.Broan.com.
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•  High efficiency centrifugal fan delivers 
70 CFM at 1.5 sones

•  Trim matched to designs of major  
recessed light manufacturers

•  Multiple units can easily be  
used in larger rooms

•  All models are UL Listed for use over 
bathtubs or showers when connected to a 
GFCI protected branch circuit. Model 744 
also requires a PAR30L or PAR30LN 
type bulb.

•  6-7/8" high housing appropriate for new  
construction and 2" x 8" ceiling joists

• 4" round duct connector

• Not for use over cooking surfaces

• Optional wall control switches available

• Type IC, sealed housing

Model 744 & 744FL

Recessed lights are popular lighting solutions. But Broan took it a step further by incorporating powerful  
ventilation in the same design. Our new fan lights disappear into the ceiling with other recessed lights, so  
they are practical decorating solutions for any room in the house. In the bath they control humidity, and  
in a utility room, kitchen, media room or high-traffic family room they keep the air fresh and comfortable.  

Presenting the recessed fan light from Broan.

It’s the quiet fan light that’s 
 at home in any room.

     Bulb Energy
Model CFM Sones Lighting Type Star Ducting
744 70 1.5 75 W  R30 or BR30 – 4"

744FL* 70 1.5 14 W Fluor. R30  4"

Energy Star fans use 65% less energy, on average, than standard models and may 
qualify for local utility rebates.
*Fluorescent lighting, Title 24-compliant.


